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We propose an ultracompact parallel label-free biosensor based on concentric silicon-on-insulator micror-
ing resonators. Our numerical studies show that the proposed biosensor offers higher sensitivity and a
larger detection area than conventional single-ring-based sensors. We analyze the detection sensitivity of
the DNA hybridization by immobilizing the probe on top of the double concentric ring resonators and in
the ring–ring air gap. For a concentric double-ring system with an area of 27:646 μm2, the bulk detection
sensitivity is 683nmRIU−1. The sensitive uniformity of the system related to the optical field distribution
is also studied. © 2009 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 130.6010, 230.4555.

1. Introduction

Molecular detection is an important step in many
applications, such as monitoring molecular reaction
dynamics, measuring the quantitative concentration
of a solution, and determining the affinity contacts
for medical study and clinical diagnosis. Several
kinds of biosensing platform have been proposed
based on potentiometric, amperometric, magnetic,
or optical transducers [1]. An optical transducer-
based biosensor consists of three key components,
i.e., an optical device, a molecular coating, and a mi-
crofluid channel. The optical device is the essential
tool because the change of its optical property man-
ifests the status of the biobody. Chemical modifica-
tion via a suitable biointerface is needed to induce
the optical change. Microfluid architecture is typi-

cally employed to control the flow and detect each
unit independently.

Currently, commercial detection microarrays rely
mainly on the labeled molecular detection method,
which employs fluorescence or radioisotope techni-
ques to transfer information about molecules.
However, the labeling step is not only expensive
but also complicates the sample preparation and de-
tection process. Several approaches for direct detec-
tion have been reported, such as a surface plasma
resonator [2], interferometers [3], and optical fiber
sensors [4,5]. However, these sensors are usually
large in size and difficult to construct. Ring resona-
tors based on silicon nitride [6], polymer [7], and
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices [8] have been
demonstrated for label-free biosensing. Ring resona-
tor-based sensors are more compact and have the po-
tential of offering high sensitivity with a high quality
Q factor.
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In addition, SOI microring resonators are compa-
tible with complementary metal oxide semiconductor
fabrication technology, making them suitable for ul-
tracompact and highly integrated photonic circuits.
In most cases, a high Q factor and large extinction
ratio are desired. Previous work focused on a
single-ring structure. To the best of our knowledge,
biosensors based on concentric ring resonators have
not been studied. Here we analyze their transmis-
sion property and detection sensitivity and show that
concentric ring resonators based on SOI technology
are compact and can provide sensitive detection,
with an enhanced resonance notch depth and en-
larged field distribution.

2. Optical Device Physics

Figure 1 is a schematic of a single detection unit. We
define the amplitude of the resonant mode in the out-
er and inner rings as aðtÞ and bðtÞ, respectively. The
input amplitude is Si and the output amplitude is So.
The coefficients for waveguide–ring coupling and
ring–ring mutual coupling are denoted as κ and u,
respectively. The transfer function can be expressed
by [9–12]
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where ωa and ωb are the resonant frequencies in the
outer and inner rings, respectively; and τ is the
photon lifetime. 1=τ ¼ 1=τe þ 1=τi, where 1=τe is the
waveguide decay rate and 1=τi is the decay rate that
is due to intrinsic loss. The quality factor (Q) is de-
termined by the photon lifetime, i.e., Q ¼ ω0τ=2.
The waveguide–ring coupling coefficient and the
power decay rate are related by jκj2 ¼ 2=τe. To simpli-
fy the analysis, we only consider the case when the
two rings happen to resonate at the same frequency,
which can be realized by fine tuning the free-spectral
range (FSR) of the individual rings. For a complete
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We use two-dimensional (2D) finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulation [F2P, developed at
the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden]
for our numerical studies. The simulation results
show that the notch depths are much enhanced in
the double concentric ring resonators compared with
the single ring resonator [12]. To demonstrate the
notch depth enhancement, we fabricated the device
on a commercial SOI device. The measurement re-
sults in [11] confirm the notch depth enhancement
by mutual coupling of the concentric rings. When
the air gap between the straight waveguide and
the ring resonator is small, for example, 0:11 μm
as in the experiment, the coupling loss is larger than
the intrinsic loss, resulting in a shallow notch depth
that is due to overcoupling for a single-ring–single-
waveguide system. For concentric ring resonators,
mutual coupling helps the system to increase the
effective intrinsic loss close to the coupling loss, mak-
ing it easier for the system to reach critical coupling.
Thus, it introduces another option to reach a critical
coupling condition.

3. Biosensing with the Proposed Device

We use concentric ring resonators to detect the DNA
hybridization. The effective refractive index of the
waveguide changes after DNA hybridization, i.e.,
single-strand DNA (ssDNA) becomes double-strand
DNA (dsDNA), leading to a resonance shift of the re-
sonator system [13]. The refractive-index sensitivity
of the detection system is defined as dλdn, where λ is
the resonance wavelength and n is the refractive in-
dex. The refractive indices of ssDNA and dsDNA
layers are around 1.456 and 1.53, respectively, with
a binding density of 1:49pmol=cm2 [14,15]. To model
this, we apply the beam propagation method (BPM)
from the commercial package offered by the Rsoft
Design Group (Ossining, New York) and perform
2D FDTD simulations to study the detection perfor-
mance of the resonator-based sensor system under
different conditions.

A. Detection on Top of the Ring Resonators

We assume that the ssDNA is initially immobilized
on the functionalized silicon layer in concentric ring
resonators as the probe. First, we employ the BPM to
simulate the electrical field profile of the multilayer
structure before and after DNA hybridization.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the multilayer structure that
consists of a top biomolecular layer of 50nm thick-
ness, a silicon waveguide layer of 250nm, and a
silica substrate. The width of the biomolecular layer
and the silicon waveguide is 500nm for both. The
effective refractive indices of the ssDNA- and

Fig. 1. Schematic of double concentric ring resonators and a
waveguide coupled system.
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dsDNA-immobilized waveguides are 2.226338 and
2.231659, respectively. The effective indices are then
used in the simulations of the transmission spectra
before and after DNA molecular detection in the
double-ring resonators.
After carefully optimizing the structural para-

meters, the transmission notch depth reaches
−30dB. Figure 2(d) shows the resonance shift during
DNA detection. The resonance-wavelength shifts at
wavelengths of 1523 and 1558 nm are 3.568 and
3.634 nm, respectively. For a detection area of
27:646 μm2 at ∼1558nm, the bulk detection sensitiv-
ity is 683nm RIU−1. The sensitivity is much
improved compared with the published result of
70nm RIU−1 in [8]. Both the enhanced transmission
notch depth and the enlarged detection area contri-
bute to the improved sensitivity. With a larger detec-
tion area, more complementary molecules can be
attracted by the probe, leading to a larger environ-
mental change and resonance shift. Deeper notches
also facilitate the detection process, since a small
resonance shift will result in a significant change
in the transmitted signal power.

B. Detection in the Ring–Ring Air Gap

As discussed in Section 2, mutual coupling between
the rings plays a central role to achieve deep notch
transmission spectra. It is therefore interesting to
study the detection sensitivity when the probe is
immobilized in the ring–ring air gap. We take the

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) 2D illustration of the multilayer structure. The electrical field profile of the fundamental TE mode propagating
through the structure shown in (a) with (b) the ssDNA and (c) the dsDNA on the top layer. (d) Simulation results of transmission spectra
before (solid curve) and after (dashed curve) detection in double concentric ring resonators with a 5 μm outer ring radius, 0:5 μmwaveguide
width, 0:3 μm waveguide–ring air gap, and 0:2 μm ring–ring air gap.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Simulation results of transmission spectra
before (solid curve) and after (dashed curve) detection by double
concentric ring resonators with a 5 μm outer ring radius when
the probe is in the air gap.
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double-ring resonators with 0:2 μm ring–ring and
0:3 μmwaveguide–ring air gaps. The total air-gap de-
tection area is 5:53 μm2. In Fig. 3 we observe that the
resonance shifts around 1510, 1550, and 1580 nm in
the transmission spectra are 1.91, 2.11, and 2.26 nm,
respectively. The bulk refractive-index sensitivity is
396:616nm RIU−1. Thus, the double-ring structure
functionalized on the silicon top is more attractive
with a larger detection area and higher sensitivity
compared with the detection method using the
air gap.

4. Sensitivity Analysis

To study the detection sensitivity of the concentric
microring resonators, we put a small dsDNA patch
with a radius of 0:2 μm at different locations on
top of the concentric ring resonators with the ssDNA
top layer to observe the resonance shifts. We found
that the shifts are dependent on the field distribu-
tions of the rings. The observed shift when the patch
is put on the inner ring is different from that when
the patch is added to the outer ring. The stronger the
field is, the larger the shift is. However, on the same
ring, regardless of the exact location of the patch, the
induced shifts are the same.
For the resonant mode around 1559:7nm, the field

concentrates on the inner ring, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
When the patch is put on the inner ring, a larger shift
occurs, as evidenced in Fig. 4(b). On the other hand, a

patch on the outer ring has only a slight effect on the
resonance wavelength, as provided in Fig. 4(c).
Figure 5(a) shows the opposite situation when the
field exists mainly in the outer ring. The shift in-
duced by the patch put on the outer ring [Fig. 5(c)]
is larger than that on the inner ring [Fig. 5(b)].

The optical field at the resonance frequencies in
Fig. 3 is similar to Fig. 5(a), which mainly concen-
trates on the outer ring. In this structure, the air
gap between the rings is large and the mutual cou-
pling is weak compared with the intrinsic loss of the
inner ring. Therefore, there is only a slight field in
the concentrically added ring. On the other hand,
the ring–ring air gap in Fig. 4 is small and the
mutual coupling is strong. For the outer ring, the in-
trinsic loss is increased by distributed coupling into
the inner ring. For the inner ring, the distributed cou-
pling dominates its intrinsic loss. Therefore the opti-
cal field concentrates on the inner ring. When the
complementary DNA sequences happen to attach
in the position where the maximum optical field ex-
ists, the perturbation is strongest and hence a large
frequency shift will occur. If the refractive-index
change occurs in the position close to the zero field
distribution, the perturbation is weak and no notice-
able frequency shift is induced. Because the sensitiv-
ity is related to the field distribution, it is more
desirable to have an evenly distributed field in the

Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Field distribution of the structure with 0:1 μm ring–ring and 0:1 μm waveguide–ring air gaps at the resonance
wavelength of 1559:715nm. Simulation results of transmission spectra before (solid curve) and after (dashed curve) patch detection on the
top locations of the (b) inner and (c) outer ring resonators.

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Field distribution of the same structure as in Fig. 2(d) at the resonance wavelength of 1558:239nm. Simulation
results of transmission spectra before (solid curve) and after (dashed curve) patch detection on the top locations of the (b) inner and (c)
outer ring resonators.
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concentric ring resonators, which offer an enlarged
detection area, constant sensitivity, and higher mea-
surement accuracy.
From the formula λre ¼ neff πd

m ;one can see that the
resonance wavelength λre is related to the effective
refractive index neff . By a slight adjustment of their
structural parameters, we can obtain ring-resonator
units with different resonance wavelengths. When
several different units are coupled to the same
straight waveguide, their transmission spectra are
independently and linearly superimposed [16].
Based on the former analysis, we propose an ultra-
compact, real-time, and label-free detection array
as shown in Fig. 6.
Slightly tuned concentric microring resonator

units with different resonance wavelengths are
cascaded in a line along a straight waveguide and ar-
ranged in an array. When we pump the fluid flow to
the sensing area, a resonance shift happens if the
probe molecules attract their complementary mole-
cules. From the transmission spectra at the output
of a single waveguide one can get the molecular in-
formation of the fluid. We introduce the insulation
groove to reduce the light interference from the
adjacent units. If different probe molecules are im-
mobilized on the top of the cascaded units, each re-
sonant frequency in a FSR provides the information
for its probes [16]. Thus this array can be used for
parallel DNA detections.

5. Conclusion

Based on concentric microring resonators, we have
proposed a sensitive, compact, label-free method to
detect DNA hybridization. The detection sensitiv-
ities on top of the double concentric ring resonators
and in the ring–ring air gap have been compared.
The uniform sensitivity study shows that the field
distribution affects the resonance shift.
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